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ABSTRACT Clinical OSSN diagnostics by non-invasive spectral imaging of eye autofluorescence must be
rapid enough to be comfortable for patients – without compromising accuracy. This requires identifying
optimized spectral signatures of OSSN based on a minimal number of spectrally defined images. Here,
we identified such signatures using a data-driven methodology of swarm intelligence. Ten patients with
histopathological diagnosis of ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) were recruited. Their unstained
biopsy OSSN specimens were investigated using a custom-built autofluorescence multispectral microscopy
imaging system. The images were taken in 38 spectral channels spanning specific excitation (340 nm-
510 nm) and emission (420 nm-650 nm) wavelength ranges. To identify optimized spectral signatures of
OSSN from a small number of channels, swarm intelligence was combined with discriminative cluster
analysis. This study established an optimized spectral signature of OSSN derived from multispectral
data taken in 38 channels. Depending on the critical nature of the application and the consequences of
misclassification error, two optimized spectral signatures with 5 and 10 channels were obtained which
reduced the imaging time to 20 and 40 seconds, a reduction by 75% and 80 %, respectively. The K-nearest
neighbor classifier was then built using OSSN spectral signatures and optimized to successfully detect OSSN
with ∼1% and ∼14% misclassification error using 10 and 5 channels, respectively. Our study found an
optimized spectral signature of OSSN allowing rapid diagnostic imaging in clinical settings and demonstrates
the feasibility of using optimized multispectral autofluorescence spectral signatures to detect and determine
boundaries of OSSN.

INDEX TERMS Ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN), autofluorescence spectral signature, swarm
intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) is a broad term
encompassing premalignant and malignant changes of the
corneal and conjunctival epithelium [1], [2]. OSSN includes
mild, moderate and severe dysplasia, squamous cell carci-
noma in situ and invasive squamous cell carcinoma, reflecting
the progression of severity of neoplasia frommild dysplasia at
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one end of the spectrum to invasive carcinoma at the opposite
end [3]–[5]. Currently the gold standard for diagnosis and
further management of OSSN relies on invasive histologi-
cal examination [6], which induces patient trauma [2] and
causes scarring and potentially limbal stem cell deficiency
in patients [7], [8]. Histology analysis of tissue biopsies
requires processing, sectioning, and staining of specimen,
which is time and labor intensive [9]. This method is sub-
ject to processing issues such as tangential sectioning and
fragmentation which can hamper interpretation of margin
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clearance [7], [8], [10]. Also difficulties exist in excising
subtle lesions with ill-defined margins, which may result
in incompletely excised lesions or removing excessive non-
neoplastic tissue [11]. Impression cytology is also used
to detect OSSN which is a less invasive OSSN diagnos-
tic method compared to tissue biopsy [12], [13]. However,
this technique is operator dependent and limited to superfi-
cial sampling of cells so that invasive carcinoma cannot be
reliably identified [14], [15]. In vivo confocal microscopy
(IVCM) [16] and anterior segment optical coherence tomog-
raphy (OCT) [17] are non-invasive imaging modalities that
have shown mixed results when findings are correlated with
tissue biopsies with operator dependent limitations and lim-
ited capability in assessing thick keratotic lesions or superfi-
cially invasive carcinomas [18].

Our group has recently introduced autofluorescence mul-
tispectral imaging (AFMI) as a potential replacement for
OSSN biopsy in the future [11]. AFMI offers distinctive
benefits for the detection of OSSN as it is contactless, non-
invasive, free of staining and contrast agents and can produce
real-time results in an outpatient setting [11]. AFMI-based
diagnostics of OSSN is possible because the OSSN cells are
characterized by their specific spectral signature whichAFMI
is able to capture [11]. These spectral signatures capture
cancer-induced variations in chemical composition of tis-
sue [19]. Metabolic transformations in cancer are reflected in
naturally fluorescent compounds present in cells and tissues
such as protoporphyrin IX (PPIX), reduced nicotinamide ade-
nine dinucleotide (NADH) and flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD) [20]–[23]. AFMI scans autofluorescence light pro-
duced by eye tissue cells during excitation, by safe levels
of artificial light; this scanning is carried out in a number of
spectral channels which allows capturing the autofluorescent
spectral signatures of OSSN [11].

The AFMI technology is very flexible regarding the num-
ber of employed channels and their associated excitation
and emission wavelength ranges, which is an improvement
over the current standard ophthalmological autofluorescence
imaging where patients’ images are typically taken without
any spectral selection [24], [25]. The spectral selection in
the AFMI technology has the potential to be incorporated
into a standard retinal camera setup for a regular eye exam-
ination to confirm OSSN at the clinic using a simple eye
scan, so that appropriate action can be quickly taken by a
specialist [16], [26]. It has been previously reported that
the OSSN spectral signature can be identified using a large
number of spectral channels (Nch = 38) [11]. However, tens
of spectral channels used in [11] represent a translational
barrier making AFMI diagnostics inconvenient for patients.
Imaging in each spectral channel at the maximum eye-safe
excitation limit requires several second camera exposure to
improve spectral image signal to noise ratio by increasing
the amount of autofluorescence light which reaches the cam-
era sensor [27]. As a result, employing tens of channels
leads to prolonged imaging time, during which uninten-
tional eye movement and blinking may cause unavoidable

interference such as image shifts and defocusing [28]. There-
fore, to enable clinical translation of AFMI and its deploy-
ment for ophthalmologic applications, a robust methodology
must be developed to identify the smallest number of imaging
channels with optimized spectral specifications which can
accurately determine the spectral signature of OSSN. In addi-
tion, such an optimized OSSN signature can also be referred
as OSSN spectral biomarker which has the potential to assist
the clinical practice in learning disease-specific patterns and
their interactions [29]. Investigating such a signature reveals
which fluorophores vary in tissue when OSSN occurs [19].
Correlating such signature with OSSN may give an under-
standing of the underlying processes that produced the
data.

Establishing an optimized OSSN spectral signature can
be undertaken by means of traditional methods such as
selecting a minimal number of channels by a previously
identified features regarded as a specific ‘‘biomarker’’ (for
example the content of PPIX as a cancer biomarker [22]) is
a suboptimal way of identifying an optimized OSSN spec-
tral signature [30]. This approach is restricted only to the
features associated with a known biomarker, and it does not
permit to find the unknown and potentially more informa-
tive features that were not part of the channels associated
with the known biomarkers. Scoring the intrinsic proper-
ties of each channel by applying statistical tests such as
weighting factors [31], [32] is a feasible but inefficient
approach to identify a precise OSSN spectral signature from
a small number of channels [33]. Grouping the channels
that are individually significant for OSSN identification does
not necessarily result in an efficient classification perfor-
mance due to the potential for information overlap between
channels with close spectral specifications [34]–[36]. There-
fore, to select an optimal subset of channels capturing
OSSN signature effectively, mutual interactions between
channels need to be considered [37], and the usefulness
of each channel is evaluated simultaneously with other
channels.

In this study, we report the optimized OSSN spectral sig-
nature. To this end, we advance traditional band selection
analysis and present an artificial intelligence method to find
the spectral signature of OSSN based on an optimized number
of spectral channels and spectral specifications. The opti-
mization strategy in this study had two phases: (i) search
for a subset of channels adequately representing the OSSN
spectral signature and (ii) quality evaluation of channel sub-
sets. In order to search for such subset of channels, we used
swarm intelligence, a method that draws on collective behav-
ior of a group of naïve agents [38], [39]. We then employed
a criterion function to evaluate the quality of the channel
subset proposed by swarm intelligence [40]–[42]. To this
end, OSSN and normal (non-neoplastic) clusters were formed
through discrimination analysis [43] based on the channels
suggested by swarm intelligence [44], and then a standard
criterion function was defined to evaluate the quality of
clusters as a selection measure. Our criterion function is
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defined based on the separation distance of the normal (non-
neoplastic) and OSSN cluster, and it can take arbitrary values
(so it is boundless). Maximizing such a criterion function
leads to a superior optimization of the OSSN spectral sig-
nature. Conversely, the feature selection methods using a
classifier such as support vector machine (SVM) [45] are
limited by the saturation of the performance curve (ROC)
saturation (AUC = 1) [46]. This saturation occurs at a point
when the non-neoplastic and neoplastic clusters just become
completely separated [47]. Our method is able to continue
maximizing the separation of non-neoplastic and neoplastic
clusters even if they no longer overlap and are far away from
each other. This provides a superior OSSN spectral signature
compared to what could be obtained by feature selection with
classifiers. To minimize the influence of confounders such
as eye color and/or various amounts of sunlight exposure,
which are known factors related to incidence and develop-
ment of OSSN, and which can interfere with identification
of the optimized OSSN spectral signature, the criterion func-
tion reflecting the neoplastic signature is calculated on the
intra-patient basis and then averaged over available patients.
Suchmethodology [48] combines the advantage of both inter-
patient and intra-patient frameworks [49] and largely pro-
tects the band selection strategy from inter-patient variability
related to patient factors. In order to evaluate the generaliza-
tion of the methodology, two levels of cross-validation were
employed during channel selection processes. The generality
power of the proposed method was evaluated blindly on the
data derived from testing patients which did not have any
contribution to developing the model. This approach avoids
potential overfitting. Using the methodology proposed in this
study, we were able to successfully discover an optimized
OSSN spectral signature.

II. METHOD
A. SAMPLE COLLECTION AND THE GOLD STANDARD
Ten patients with positive OSSN diagnosis were recruited
under permission from Macquarie University Human
Research Ethics Committee, reference No: 5201600708.
Written consent forms were obtained from participants after
explanation of the nature of the potential consequences of
this research. This study also fully followed tents of the
Declaration of Helsinki. We collaborated with Douglass
Hanly Moir Pathology to collect fixed tissue sections. For
each patient, a pair of adjacent sections were investigated
which were formalin-fixed, dehydrated, paraffin-embedded
and dewaxed. Further, one haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
stained section was used as our reference, and another section
was cover-slipped without staining and used for our mul-
tispectral analysis. In this way we were able to identify
regions of interest (ROI) on theH&E section and then identify
a corresponding region on the matched unstained section.
Traditional histological features based on cytological atypia
such as disordered maturation, pleomorphism, and degree of
epithelial involvement were used to categorize lesions as non-
neoplastic or neoplastic [50], [51] on the H&E stained slides.

TABLE 1. Spectral channels used in this study.

To this end, lesions with various grades of dysplasia (mild,
moderate, severe) and SCCIS or SCC were characterized as
OSSN, and other regions were identified as non-neoplastic
[11]. Both non-neoplastic and OSSN areas were available for
each patient, yielding a total of 10 samples from 10 eyes
(7 right, 3 left) of 10 patients (40 to 82 years old) for
multispectral analysis.
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B. IMAGE ACQUISITION AND DATA GENERATION
A full description of the multispectral system used in this
study is given in [11]. Briefly, the system is an adapted
IX83 Olympus microscope [11] equipped with 18 narrow-
band excitation wavelengths (±5nm) provided by low power
LEDs and 4 filter cubes to produce defined spectral regions,
spanning broad excitation (340 nm-510 nm) and emission
(420 nm-650 nm) wavelength ranges. Each pair of excita-
tion/emission wavelength regions defined using a filter cube
creates a distinctive spectral channel, and we employed 38 of
such channels (Table.1) to generate a sequence of fluores-
cence images of the same sample area containing differ-
ent spectral information. The spectral images were taken
from the unstained tissue at 40 times magnification (40x).
Further, the spectral images were pre-processed to remove
the uninformative background, non-uniform illumination of
the field of view and random noises [43], [52] as reported
in [11]. To generate specific quantitative spectral informa-
tion, the spectral images were divided into non-overlapping
sectors (square of 10 x10) which covered the whole ROI for
each sample. Further, fluorescence intensity was averaged
over each sector in each channel, to produce a vector with
38 elements corresponding to the number of the channels
(Nch= 38). This vector is referred to as the spectral signature
of that sector, and it was assigned a label as non-neoplastic
or neoplastic depending on the pathological assessment of
the area where the sector was extracted. These sample tissue
sectors are referred to as datapoints in this study.

C. DATA ANALYSIS
FIGURE 1 demonstrates the data analysis methodology
employed in this study to discover the optimized OSSN spec-
tral signature. To ensure external cross-validation [53], the
patients were randomly split into two groups: ‘‘model gener-
ating’’ patients and ‘‘validating’’ patients [54]. The ‘‘model
generating patients’’ group consisted of 70% of patients
(N = 7) which were used to develop the algorithm and the
remaining 30% of patients (N = 3) were put aside for our
later blind validation of model fidelity of new patients.

Further, the ‘‘model-generating’’ patients were employed
to develop the optimization model which combined discrimi-
native cluster analysis discovering OSSN and non-neoplastic
clusters and swarm intelligence. This model iterated between
the step of swarm intelligence search for a subset of channels
adequately representing OSSN signature [11] and the step
of providing feedback found by discriminative cluster anal-
ysis about the OSSN and non-neoplastic clusters separation
power, which can be referred to the robustness of the OSSN
spectral signature. This back and forth iteration between
swarm intelligence and discriminative cluster analysis contin-
ued until the algorithm achieved convergence and no further
improvement in the robustness of the OSSN spectral signa-
ture could be identified. To avoid constructing an inefficient
model corresponding too closely to the training data points
and therefore fail to deal with unseen datapoints reliably,
internal cross-validation was also employed. To achieve this

FIGURE 1. Methodology for optimized OSSN spectral signature discovery.

aim, the data points obtained from each patient used for devel-
oping the model were divided into two sets: the training data
set, comprising 60% of data points of the patient under con-
sideration were used to establish the OSSN spectral signature
and the testing data set, comprising the remaining 40%of data
points of the same patient was used to evaluate the robustness
of the proposed OSSN spectral signature and which was then
fed back to the swarm intelligence algorithms.

D. DISCRIMINATIVE CLUSTER ANALYSIS AND CRITERION
FUNCTION
In this study, discriminative cluster analysis [55] was used to
find OSSN and non-neoplastic data clusters using the nomi-
nated channels; which were then used to evaluate the strength
of OSSN-specific spectral signature. The non-neoplastic and
OSSN clusters were found using a 2-D discriminative space
spanned by two canonical variables [44]; these are opti-
mal linear combinations of the proposed channels yielding
the spectral signature which ensures the best separation of
non-neoplastic and OSSN clusters. This signature can also be
colloquially referred to as ‘‘color’’ because, just like colour,
it represents a linear mixture of light signals at different
wavelengths.

Further, the testing data sets were projected onto the
discriminative space generated to establish how well the
non-neoplastic andOSSNdata clusters are separated. A quan-
titative criterion function was defined to measure the strength
of the OSSN spectral signature which is dependent on
the selection of channels. This criterion function is based
on determining Fisher distance (FD) [56]; the ratio of
between-cluster and within-cluster variances. The FD was
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calculated using the testing points obtained from internal
cross-validation which did not contribute to the development
of the discriminative space. To minimize the interference of
interpatient confounders such as different exposure to sun-
light etc., the FD was calculated for each patient separately
and then averaged over all patients available in the training
cohort. This strategy enhances the channel selection process
to more accurately detect neoplastic changes, as confounders
are considered to affect the tissue sections equally when they
are obtained from the same patient. Therefore, the Averaged
Fisher distance (AFD) was used as our criterion function to
measure the discrimination power of the spectral signature.

E. DISCRIMINATIVE CLUSTER ANALYSIS AND CRITERION
FUNCTION
Swarm intelligence is inspired by the evolution of a group of
simple information-processing interacting agents [57]. In this
approach, the naive artificial agents cooperate via low-level
communication to find the OSSN signature as a complex
optimization problem. First, they generate a population of
the agents and assess the associated criterion function, and
then repeatedly update the agents via a specific evolutionary
strategy until the convergence condition is satisfied. In this
study, we chose the agents to be candidate channel sub-
sets of all available channels (Nch = 38), while the AFD
served as the criterion function. These agents have different
behavior to optimize the search study depending on their
evolutionary strategies. To find the most efficient evolu-
tionary strategy which can effectively identify a group of
the best channels providing the OSSN spectral signature,
we tested three evolution strategies including ant colony
optimization (ACO) [58], [59], particle swarm intelligence
(PSO) [60]–[62] and differential evaluation (DE) [63].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optimizing the OSSN spectral signature is a multiple (two)
objective optimization problem [64] as we need to minimize
the number of the employed channels, and also find the best
spectral specifications of these channels. We simplified this
two-objective optimization problem into two one-objective
optimization problems: (i) optimizing the spectral signature
content which aims to define the spectral specification of the
OSSN signature, and, (ii) optimizing the channel number of
the OSSN signature (K).

A. OPTIMIZING THE OSSN SPECTRAL SIGNATURE
CONTENT
First, the spectral signature channel number was set to K= 2,
and an optimized channel subset with associated AFD value
was found and recorded. The same optimizationmethodology
was repeated 29 times while the spectral signature channel
number (K) was increased by one at a time to identify the
optimized OSSN spectral signature with different channel
numbers, from (k = 2 to k = 30). As an example, detailed
results of optimizing the OSSN spectral signature content
using 6 channels (Nch = 6) are presented here. After applying

FIGURE 2. (a) AFD vs. number of iterations using PSO, ACO, DE. Cluster
improvement due to selecting more effective channel subsets using ACO:
(b) after 10 iterations, (c) after 100 iterations, (d) after 105 iterations and
achieving satisfactory convergence of the algorithm.

the external cross validation, internal cross-validation was
performed in the process of the developing model, and data
points were divided into training (60%) and testing (40%)
data for each patient. Then, the ACO, DE and PSO algo-
rithms with 50 agents were executed, using 105 iterations
(mi = 105), where each iteration selected 6 channels of the
total 38 channels. For each run, the discrimination space was
generated using the training data, and the AFDwas calculated
using the testing data.

Figure 2(a) represents the performance of PSO, ANT and
DE algorithms used to optimize AFD in 105 iterations, which
shows that all three algorithms converged before 104 itera-
tions, after which that no appreciable variation in the criterion
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FIGURE 3. Validating optimized OSSN spectral signature (Nch = 6) on
three test patients put aside from external cross-validation. (a-c)
Non-neoplastic and OSSN clusters of three validating patients found by
optimized spectral signature with 6 channels proposed by DE.

function could be observed. Both DE and ANC reached a
higher AFD (AFD = 14.58) compared to PSO (AFD =
14.22), and DE was the fastest algorithm to converge (mi
<2500). Figure 2 (b-e) show increasing separation of the
OSSN and non-neoplastic clusters as the number of iterations
increased from mi= 10 to mi= 105 as the criterion function
continued to be optimized. The generalization power of the
optimized spectral signature (Nch = 6) was evaluated on
validated patients which were put aside from external cross-
validation, that means data from patients who did not have
any contribution to developing the model of optimized OSSN
spectral signature. The validation data points were generated
and projected onto the discriminative space generated by
6 optimized channels. Figure 3 (a-c) show that the opti-
mized OSSN spectral signature could successfully separate
the OSSN cluster of sectors from the non-neoplastic cluster
in all 3 patients, which demonstrates the generalization capa-
bility of the methodology proposed in this study.

TABLE 2. Optimizes OSSN spectral signatures.

B. OPTIMIZING OSSN SPECTRAL SIGNATURE CHANNEL
NUMBER
Having optimized the spectral content of OSSN signature
with different channel numbers, we determined the AFD as
a function of the spectral signature channel number using
ACO, PSO, and DE. Figure 4 (a) shows that DE had a
slightly better performance to maximize AFD and, therefore,
it is identified as our best evolutionary swarm intelligence
algorithm in this study. Figure 4 (a) also demonstrates that
the discriminative performance (AFD) steadily increases with
increasing number of spectral channels (Nch) used for the
OSSN spectral signature. However, it can be observed that the
AFD improvement rate as a function of the number of chan-
nels substantially decreases with increasing Nch. To quantify
the improvement rate of the OSSN signature against channel
number, the corresponding derivative function of AFD corre-
sponding to DE is shown in Figure 4 (b). This plot shows
the improvement rate decreases significantly for Nch = 5
(rate ∼1) and there is a negligible AFD improvement (close
to zero) when the number of channels used to determine the
OSSN spectral signature increases beyond Nch = 10.
To demonstrate the performance of the optimized OSSN

spectral signature determined by swarm intelligence to detect
and delineate OSSN, a K nearest neighbor (KNN) clas-
sifier [65] was developed in an intra-patient framework,
as reported in [11]. In this framework, the KNN classifier was
trained based on a single patient and then tested on another
part of the tissue from the same patient (testing area). Three
optimum spectral signatures which used 3, 5 and 10 chan-
nels (Table 2) were selected, and their performances were
evaluated against the OSSN spectral signature formed by all
channels (Nch= 38). After training the KNN classifiers using
spectral signatures (SID1-4) obtained from the unstained tis-
sue, the trained classifiers were then applied to the sectors of
the testing area of the same patient which were not used to
form the classifier for the label prediction (‘‘neoplastic’’ vs
‘‘non-neoplastic’’).

To generate the false-color map of these sections (Figure 4
(e-l)), the extracted sectors were colored in red or green
depending if they were, respectively, predicted to be OSSN
or non-neoplastic by the associated classifier. As a refer-
ence, Figure 4 (c) and (d) also shows the histology assess-
ment of the non-neoplastic and OSSN regions with red and
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FIGURE 4. (a) ACO, PSO, and DE performance to optimize OSSN spectral
signature with respect to the channel number of the spectral signature.
(b) improvement rate of OSSN discriminative power as a function of
spectral signature channel number. (c) and (d) H&E analysis of
non-neoplastic and OSSN outlined by green and red lines, respectively,
of an example testing patient. (e),(f) False color map of non-neoplastic
and OSSN section, respectively predicted by KNN classifier trained by
SID1. (g),(h) False color map of non-neoplastic and OSSN section,
respectively predicted by KNN classifier trained by SID2. (i),(j) False color
map of non-neoplastic and OSSN section, respectively predicted by KNN
classifier trained by SID3. (k), (l) False color map of non-neoplastic and
OSSN section, respectively predicted by KNN classifier trained
by SID4.

green dashed line representing the boundary of OSSN and
non-neoplastic areas, respectively. Figure 4 (e-f) / Figure 4
(g-h) / Figure 4 (i -j)/ Figure 4 (k-l) show the corresponding
false color maps which were predicted by the KNN clas-
sifier trained by the SID1/SID2/SID3/SID4 OSSN spectral
signatures.

Figure 4 (e-l) demonstrate that the best accuracy
was obtained from an optimal OSSN spectral signature
with 10 channels (<1% misclassification errors) in both
non-neoplastic and OSSN sections. Employing 5 channels
led to∼15% and∼ 13% misclassification error in the OSSN
and non-neoplastic sections, respectively. Figure 4 (e) and
(f) demonstrate that using SID1 employing 3 channels led
to a practically nil misclassified error in the non-neoplastic
section; however, a highmisclassification error (∼46%) in the
OSSN section. Figure 4 (k) and (l) shows that 2% and 10%
misclassification error was present for the OSSN and non-
neoplastic section, respectively when the KNN classifier was
trained using SID4. This means that SID4 which employed
all channels (Nch= 38) led to a higher misclassification error
than when SID3 employing Nch = 10 channels was used.
We attribute this difference to the detrimental contribution of
irrelevant channels in the spectral signature. Each additional
channel feeds the classifier with discriminative information
along with some unavoidable interference. Although our
image preparation minimized some corrupting sources of

interference (see section II.B), their full effect cannot be
completely removed. Therefore, irrelevant or highly corre-
lated channels which have no discriminative information
feed the classifier only with corrupting interference, which
negatively affects the results.

A decision on the number of required channels depends
on various factors including the limitation of scanning time,
the criticality of the application and equipment limitations.
Although the spectral signature from 5 channels (or even
3 channels) could not reliably delineate the boundary of
OSSN, it can be sufficiently accurate for a routine eye scan in
doctor’s office and support physicians in their initial decision
making. A few numbers of the channels to detect OSSN
can significantly reduce the scanning time, especially for the
large size lesions where physicians need to examine several
points of the lesion. If the AFMI is intended for accurate
boundary detection in the operating room, or for monitoring
OSSN over the treatment period such as chemotherapy or
possible recurrence, employing 10 channels would be recom-
mended. However, employing more than 10 channels appears
counterproductive as irrelevant channels not only increase
the scanning time (38 channels scanning time ∼ 150 s) and
instrumentation cost but also reduce the performance of the
classifier. Using 5 channels for simple scanning and 10 chan-
nels for the critical applications reduce the scanning time by
87% (scanning time∼ 20 s) and 73% (scanning time∼ 40 s),
respectively, which translates to more patient-friendly AFMI
technology in a real ophthalmology setting.

IV. CONCLUSION
The recently introduced AFMI opens the opportunity of spec-
tral imaging employing a large number of spectral channels
with defined excitation and emission wavelength ranges. This
makes it possible to extract spectral signatures for OSSN.
However, in clinical ophthalmic applications such as diag-
nosis of OSSN or identification of cancer boundaries, such
signature needs to be optimized in terms of spectral content
and the number of channels. These reduce the imaging time
without sacrificing classification accuracy. This study iden-
tified a richly informative spectral signature able to rapidly
differentiate normal (non-neoplastic) and diseased (OSSN)
tissue through a combination of cluster analysis and swarm
intelligence. Identifying the optimized spectral signature of
OSSN was formulated in this work as a two-objective opti-
mization task with a fitness function reflecting the discrimi-
native performance of the spectral signature and the reduction
in the number of elements. Three swarm intelligence methods
including PSO, DE, and ACO well established in the domain
of machine learning were assessed, and DEwas found to have
the best capability to search and optimize the OSSN spectral
signature. Depending on the criticality of the application, this
study found spectral signatures based on 5 and 10 channels
which could successfully detect OSSN while reducing the
scanning time by 87% and 73%, respectively, compared to
all 38 channels.
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